BA/BS OR BS/BS IN COMMUNICATION AND ENGINEERING

The dual degree program in communication and engineering offers students the opportunity to earn both a bachelor of science in engineering and either a bachelor of science or a bachelor of arts in communication in five years. Students may select any of the School of Communication's six majors and any of the available degrees in engineering.

Dual degree students must complete all requirements for both degrees and are subject to all regulations of both schools and the Undergraduate Registration Requirement (https://catalogs.northwestern.edu/undergraduate/requirements-policies/undergraduate-registration-requirement/). Each school enforces all of its policies regarding requirements.

Current students interested in pursuing the dual degree in communication and engineering should contact advisers in the Undergraduate Engineering Office and a School of Communication adviser in the desired major. Contact information for School of Communication advisers is available at advising.soc.northwestern.edu (https://advising.soc.northwestern.edu/).